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1 Introduction
This document contains the guidelines for annotating Korean texts by part-of-speech, which
forms part of the Penn Korean Treebank project.

The corpus used for this project consists
of texts from military language training manuals. These texts contain information about
various aspects of the military, such as troop movement, intelligence gathering, and equip-
ment supplies, among others. Most of the examples and the linguistic issues addressed in
this document come from the corpus.
Korean is an agglutinative language with a very productive inectional system. Inec-
tions include postpositions, suxes and prexes on nouns, and tense morphemes, honorics
and other endings on verbs and adjectives. To reect these characteristics of Korean mor-
phology, the Penn Korean Treebank uses two major types of part-of-speech tags: content
tags and function tags. For each word phrase, where a word phrase refers to a fully
inected lexical form, the base form (stem) is given a content tag, and its inections are
given a function tag. Word phrases are separated by a space, and within a word phrase,
the base form and inections are separated by a plus sign (+). The entire tagset used
in the Penn Korean Treebank is listed in x2. The main criterion for tagging is syntactic
distribution: i.e., a word may receive dierent tags depending on the syntactic context in
which it occurs. For example, `­Íå¤µ' is tagged as a noun if it modies another noun, and
is tagged as an adverb if it modies a predicate.
This document is organized as follows. x2 presents a summary of the tagset used in
the Penn Korean Treebank. In x3, each tag is discussed in more detail with examples. x4
lists pairs of tags that are easily confused with each other and gives guidelines on how to
distinguish one from the other for a given base forms and inections. x5 contains a list of
specic problematic examples with guidelines on how to handle such cases.

We are extremely grateful to Martha Palmer for her continued support and encouragement. We also
thank Aravind Joshi, Tony Kroch and Fei Xia for valuable discussions on many occasions. Special thanks
are due to Owen Rambow, Nari Kim, and Juntae Yoon for discussions in the initial stage of the project.
We also acknowledge Eon-Suk Ko and Mark Dras for comments on the document. The work reported
in this document was supported by contract DAAD 17-99-C-0008 awarded by the Army Research Lab
to CoGenTex, Inc., with the University of Pennsylvania as a subcontractor, NSF Grant - VerbNet, IIS
98-00658, and DARPA Tides Grant N66001-00-1-8915.
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2 Summary of Tagset
2.1 Content Tags
Category Tag Description Tag Label Examples
noun proper noun NPR ³Éá ¡ÖÞ (Korea),
°Ûå¦Ýá ±Ñá (Clinton)
common noun NNC ³ÉÞ ¡À (school),
°Íí ²Å±¸ (computer)
dependent noun NNX ¡Íð (thing), ¤Ûò (etc),
£Ïá (year), ¤Éå¦´ (dollar),
­ÍÞ (situation)
personal pronoun,
demonstrative pro-
noun
NPN ¡Æ (he), ¬È¡Íð (this),
§Á¬Íð (what)
ordinal, cardinal, nu-
meral
NNU ³´£´ (one), ¯Íð®µ (rst),
1, ª¹ (three)
words written in for-
eign characters
NFW Clinton, computer
predicate verb VV ¡´ (go), §ÍÞ (eat)
adjective VJ ¬» ©Æ (pretty), ¤´ ¦Æ (dierent)
auxiliary predicate VX ¬Ýñ (present progressive),
³´ (must)
adverb constituent adverb,
clausal adverb
ADV §µ ¬Á (very),
­¼ ¬Õò³È (quietly),
­¹¨Éå (please), §Éá¬Ýå (if)
conjunctive adverb ADC ¡Æ¦È ¡¼ (and),
¡Æ¦¸£´ (but, however),
§Ýô (and), ³ÑÞ ¬Ûá (or)
adnominal congurative, demon-
strative
DAN ªµ (new), ³Íá (old), ¡Æ (that)
interjection exclamation IJ ¬´ (ah)
list list marker LST a, (b), 1, 2.3.1, ¡´, £´.
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2.2 Function Tags
Category Tag Description Tag Label Examples
postposition case PCA ¡´/¬È (nominative),
¬Ûå/ ¦Ûå (accusative),
¬Ç (possessive),
¬¶ (vocative)
adverbial PAD ¬¹ª¸ (from), ¦¼ (to)
conjunctive PCJ ¬½/¡½, ³´ ¡¼ (and)
auxiliary PAU §Éá (only), ¤¼ (also), £Ûá (topic),
§´­¸ (even)
copula CO ¬È (be)
ending nal EFN £Ûá¤´/ ¤´ (declarative),
£È, £Ûá¡´, £Ûá­È (interroga-
tive),
¬¸¦´/¦´ (imperative),
­´ (propositive),
¡Á£´ (exclamatory)
coordinate, subordi-
nate, adverbial, com-
plementizer
ECS ¡¼ (and), §Æ ¦¼ (because),
¡¹ (attaches to adjectives to
derive adverbs),
¤´ ¡¼ (that), ¦´ ¡¼ (that)
auxiliary EAU ¬´, ¡¹, ­È, ¡¼ (on verbs or
adjectives that immediately
precede auxiliary predicates)
adnominal EAN £Ûá/ (on main verbs or adjec-
tives in relative clauses or com-
plement clauses of a complex
NP)
nominal ENM ¡È, ¬Ûí (on nominalized verb)
pre-nal ending
(tense, honoric)
EPF ¬Íñ (past), ªÈ (honoric), ¡Îñ
(future)
ax sux XSF £Ýí, ¤Ûå, ­ÍÞ
prex XPF ­¹, ¡ÉÞ, §µ
verbalization sux XSV ³´, ¤¿, ªÈ°È
adjectivization sux XSJ ªÆ¦Íî, ¤Éî, ³´
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2.3 Symbols
Category Tag Description Tag Label Examples
comma SCM ,
termination sentence ending
markers
SFN . ? !
left quotation mark SLQ ` ( \ f
right quotation mark SRQ ' ) " g
symbols others SSY ... ; : -
3 List of Part of Speech with Corresponding Tag
3.1 Proper Noun (NPR)
 Person names, company names, and country names are tagged as a proper noun
(NPR).
 A way of distinguishing proper nouns (NPR) from other types of nouns is to use the
plural marker ` ¤Ûå'. Proper nouns cannot take the plural marker ` ¤Ûå', whereas other
types of nouns can, in general.
(1) Proper nouns (NPR)
a. *¢v
Korea-Plural
b. *Ú£ô
Hongkiltong-Plural
(2) Common nouns (NNC), personal pronouns (NPN)
a. &]
building-Plural
b. 
he-Plural
 Proper names with a foreign origin but written in Hangul are tagged as a proper
noun (NPR), not as a foreign word (NFW).
°Ûå¦Ýá ±Ñá/NPR
 If a code name is composed of a noun and a number, tag the noun as NPR, and the
number as NNU.
­ÍòªÉá/NPR 16/NNU
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3.2 Common Noun (NNC)
 Common nouns constitute the largest subclass of nouns. The examples below illus-
trates the diversity of this catch-all subclass of nouns.
­Ýî, ­´­Íá¡¸, ¬¼¦È, ª´¦Éí, ¤Ñò §Öå, ­Éò¡Òá, ³Éå¬´¨¸­È, ¬Íá¬¸³ÉÞ, £´ §Á, ¡ÉòªÉá
 The stem of verbs that are derived with verbalization sux, and the stem of adjectives
that are derived with adjectivization sux are tagged as common nouns (NNC).
ªÁ¬Ïò/NNC+ ³´/XSV+ ¤´
²ÑÞ²´/NNC+ ¤¿/XSV+ ¤´
£¼¦µ/NNC+ ªÈ°È/XSV+ ¤´
¬ºªÍò/NNC+ ªÆ¦Íî/XSJ+ ¤´
¬ºªÍò/NNC+ ¤Éî/XSJ+ ¤´
²Ýå ¬À/NNC+ ³´/XSJ+ ¤´
 Common nouns that have a foreign origin but are written in Hangul are tagged as
common nouns (NNC), not as foreign words (NFW).
¬¹ ¦Æ-106/NNC
°Íí ²Å±¸/NNC
 Some common nouns include hyphen and a number. These are simply tagged as
common nouns (NNC), and are not separated into symbol (SSY) and number (NNU).
¬¹ ¦Æ-106/NNC
ªÛò¦È-80/NNC
 Some lexical items with a temporal meaning are tagged as a common noun (NNC).
¬¸­¹, ¬¼ £Ûå, £µ¬Ýå, ¬¼¦Êð ¤Ñò¬Éá, ­È ¡Ûí, ¤ÑòªÈ
 ¬`¸­Îð¨Éí, ¬¼ £Ûå¨Éí, £µ¬Ýå¨Éí' are treated as one word and tagged as NNC. But if there
is a space between `¬¸­¹, ¬¼ £Ûå, £µ¬Ýå' and `¨Éí', then treat them as separate words
and tag accordingly.
¬¸­¹ ¨Éí: ¬¸­¹/NNC ¨Éí/NNC
 ³`´ ¦Á, ¬È ±Ûå, ª´ ³Ûå, ...' are tagged as NNC.
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 ¬`È ³Á, ¡Æ ³Á, ¬È­Íá, ¡Æ­Íá' and ¬`È¥µ, ¡Æ¥µ, ­¸¥µ, ¬È¨Íá, ­¸¨Íá' are each treated
as one word and are tagged as NNC.
In the corpus, there may be a space in between ` ¬È, ¡Æ, ­¸' and `¥µ, ¨Íá'. In this
case, ` ¬È, ¡Æ, ­¸' should be tagged as DAN and ¥`µ' should be tagged as NNC and
`¨Íá' should be tagged as NNX.
¬È ¥µ: ¬È/DAN ¥µ/NNC
­¸ ¨Íá: ­¸/DAN ¨Íá/NNX
 ` ¡Æ£Éå, ¬È£Éå, ¬¼ £Ûå£Éå, ­Íá£Éå, £Éå' are tagged as NNC as a whole.
 ¥`µ' is tagged as NNC, not NNX, because it can be used as an independent noun.
¥µ¡´ ¥µ¬È£È §Éá °Ûí...
 ­`Íá' (before), ` ³Á' (after), `ªÉò' (above), `³´' (below), ` ­Öò' (midst), ` £µ' (inside), ` ¬¿'
(outside)' are all tagged as NNC.
 ¬`ÈªÉò, ¬È³´' are tagged as NNC.
 ª`´¬È, ­Íá¯¹' are tagged as NNC; they are not dependent nouns.
ª´¬È/NNC+ ¡´/PCA ¨Íå¬¸­Ïñ¤´
¬Á¦È ª´¬È/NNC
 ¡`´®´, ¯Éí§Éå, ¡¸­Ýð§Éå, ­Íò§Éå, ­Ýá®´' are tagged as NNC.
But note that `­Íò§Éå', ­`Ýá®´' can be tagged as ADV depending on the syntactic
context. See x4.1.
 ³`Ïò'(form) should be separated out and be tagged as a common noun (NNC).
HAK-24/NFW ³Ïò/NNC
But ³`Ïò' (form) in ` §¼³Ïò ¨È³Êò¡È' should not be separated from ` §¼'; the whole word
` §¼³Ïò' should be tagged as NNC.
Also `³Ïò' in ` ¡Á³Ïò, ªÝá³Ïò' should not be separated out; ` ¡Á³Ïò, ªÝá³Ïò' are words in
their entirety and therefore should be tagged as NNC.
 ª`Éá³´' is tagged as NNC.
109/NNU ¬Ïá¤µ/NNC ªÉá³´/NNC
 ¡`È±´' is tagged as NNC.
¡È±´/NNC ª´³Éò/NNC
 ²`Ïá' (dierent team), `§Ïá' (surface, side), ` ¡´' (edge) are tagged as NNC.
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3.3 Dependent Noun (NNX)
 Dependent nouns are those which cannot occur without the help of a preceding clause,
demonstrative, or noun. Some examples include:
§Á¦Ïî, ®Ûí, ­ÍÞ, ¡Íð, ¡Ñð, ­Öå, ©Öá, ¤Ûò, ªÁ, ³Éá, ­È, ¥µ §Öá, ¤µ ¦¼
Dependent nouns include unit words and classiers which are preceded by number
nouns.
§È±¸, ¤Éå¦´, ¡µ, ¨Íá, ¬×å, ¬Ýå, £Ïá, ¤Éå, ­Á, ­Á¬Ýå, ¡×á, §Ïò, §´¦È, ªÈ¡Éá,
°Ýå ¦¼§È±¸, ªÎá±È, ¡´­È, ¡Öá¤¹
But note that for ¬`×å, ¬Ýå, £Ïá', there are cases in which they should be tagged as
NNC.
£Ïá/NNC+¡Éá/XSF
¬×å/NNC 2 ³¿
¬Ýå/NNC 3 ³¿
Foreign unit words can also be used as an independent noun, when they should be
given the NNC tag:
¤Éå¦´/NNC ¡´¯È/NNC
§È±¸/NNC ­¹ ¤¼/NNC
 `¯´, ³¿' followed by a number are tagged as NNX.
­¹2 ¯´: ­¹/XPF+2/NNU ¯´/NNX
­¹2 ³¿: ­¹/XPF+2/NNU ³¿/NNX
 ª`È' (time) is treated as a dependent noun (NNX), not as a sux (XSF). In prin-
ciple, there has to be a space before `è' after the modifying noun or clause, an
orthographical convention that is seldom observed. Insert a space if there is none.
­Íá ±Á/NNC ªÈ/NNX
²Ïò³½/NNC ªÈ/NNX
But note that `ªÈ' in ­`ÍáªÈ' is not separated out: ` ­ÍáªÈ' is a single common noun.
 ¡`Íð, ©Öá' in ¡`Íð¬È¤´' and ` ©Öá¬È¤´' are NNX.
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 When the dependent noun ` ¡Íð, ±¸' takes other bound morphemes, phonological
contraction tends to take place. In this case, `¡Íð, ±¸' and the morphemes should be
separated out and tagged accordingly:
¡Íá¡´: ¡Íð/NNX+ ¬È/CO+ ¡´/EFN
¡¹: ¡Íð/NNX+ ¬È/PCA
¬Ýñ ¬Ûå ±Îá¤¹: ±¸/NNX+ ¬È/CO+ ¤¹/EFN
 ³`Éá¨Íá' should be tagged as NNC because it is almost frozen as a single word. But ` ¤Á
¨Íá, ª¹ ¨Íá, ...' should be separated out and ` ¨Íá' should be tagged as NNX. In case
when there is no space between the number word and `¨Íá', insert a space in between.
³Éá¨Íá/NNC
¤Á/NNU ¨Íá/NNX
ª¹/NNU ¨Íá/NNX
 ¤`Éå' (month) in ³`Éá ¤Éå, ¤Á ¤Éå, ª¹ ¤Éå' and ` ­Á¬Ýå' (week) should be tagged as NNX.
³Éá/NNU ¤Éå/NNX
¤Á/NNU ¤Éå/NNX
ª¹/NNU ¤Éå/NNX
¬Ýå/NNU ­Á¬Ýå/NNX
If there is no space between the number word and `¤Éå, ­Á¬Ýå', insert a space in
between.
 `¨´' is a dependent noun and should be tagged as NNX.
§Éå «Ûí ¤Æ¦Ýá ¨´/NNX+ ¬½/PAD ¡Éö¬È/ADV
3.4 Pronoun (NPN)
 Pronouns include personal pronouns, interrogative-indenites (so-called `wh-words')
and demonstrative pronouns.
 ¬`È¡Íð, ¡Æ¡Íð, ­¸¡Íð, ¬º¡È, ­¸¡È, ¬È ¡Ñð, ¡Æ ¡Ñð, ­¸ ¡Ñð' are each treated as one word
and tagged as pronouns (NPN).
 Some interrogative-indenites are tagged as pronouns (NPN):
£Á ¡Á, §Á¬Íð, ¬Íá­¹, ¬¸¤È, ¬Íå§´, ¬´ §Á
 ` £Á ¡Á£´, §Á¬Íð¬È£´, ¬´ §Á£´' are tagged as NPN as a whole.
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 ¬`¾, ¬Íå§´£´, ¬Íå§´ ¤Ûá­È, ¬Íá­¹£´, ¬Íá­¹ ¤Ûá­È, ¬¸¥Íø¡¹', on the other hand, are ad-
verbs and should be tagged as ADV.
 Note that `¬´ §Á' can be used as an adnominal. In this case, it should be tagged as
DAN. See x4.3 for more explanation.
 ¡`Ä¡Òá, ¡Ä³´' are polite second person pronoun forms; they are tagged as NPN.
 ­`´¡È' is NPN.
 When `¬¸¤Ýá¡´/¬¸¤È¬Ýá¡´, £Á ¡Öá¡´/ £Á ¡Á¬Ýá¡´' correspond to `somewhere, someone'
in meaning, they are recognized as single words and should be tagged as NPN as a
whole:
¬¸¤Ýá¡´¦¼ ¡Éñ¤´: ¬¸¤Ýá¡´/NPN+ ¦¼/PAD
£Á ¡Á¬Ýá¡´¦Ûå §Éá£Éñ¤´: £Á ¡Á¬Ýá¡´/NPN+ ¦Ûå/PCA
However, in the following examples, they should be treated as predicative nominals,
and be broken into base forms and copula:
­´£¹ ­Ýî¬È ¬¸¤Ýá¡´?: ¬¸¤È/NPN+ ¬È/CO+ ¡´/EFN
­¸ ª´¦Éí¬È £Á¡Á¬Ýá¡´ §¼¦Æ¡Îñ¤´: £Á ¡Á/NPN+ ¬È/CO+ ¡´/EFN
3.5 Number (NNU)
 Number words (NNU) include cardinals (`³´£´, ¤Öå, ³Éá, ¤Á'), ordinals (`¯Íð®µ,
¤Öå®µ') as well as numbers (`1, 2, 3'). NNU is the only category that is based on
a semantic feature rather than syntactic distribution: `³´£´' and `³Éá' both receive
the NNU tag since they are numeric in terms of meaning, although syntactically
they are quite dierent in that `³´£´' functions as a noun and `¢' as a prenominal
modier.
 ` ¤Á¬¸, ª¸£¸, £¸¤Êð ...' are also NNU.
 §`Ïô' is considered to be numeric in meaning and is therefore tagged as NNU, not
DAN.
§Ïô ¡´­È: §Ïô/NNU ¡´­È/NNX
But §`º¯Ýå' is one word and is tagged as NNC.
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3.6 Foreign Word (NFW)
 Foreign words include any words not written in Hangul. For instance, `Clinton' is
tagged as NFW, but ` °Ûå¦Ýá ±Ñá' is tagged as NPR.
 In cases like `R(ò)-116' and `HAK( )-24,' erase the material in parenthesis and
tag them as NFW.
R(¬¹ ¦Æ)-116: R-116/NFW
Hak(³´ ¢Æ)-24: H-24/NFW
 Unit words written in Roman characters are tagged as NFW.
mm/NFW
km/NFW
3.7 Verb (VV)
 Verbs are inected for tense, honoric, mood, sentence types, and they serve as a
predicate. Verbs are either main or auxiliary. The tag VV are only assigned to main
verbs.
3.8 Adjective (VJ)
 Adjectives are inected essentially the same way as verbs, and they function as pred-
icates.
 There are some formal dierences between adjectives and verbs. While verbs can
take present tense marker ` £Ûá/', adjectives cannot:
(3) a. ¯Íå ªÁ¡´ ¥Ùá¤´.
Chelswu-Nom run-Pres-Decl
`Chelswu is running.'
b. * ¢Ñô¬È ¬»©Ûá¤´.
ower-Nom pretty-Pres-Decl
`The ower is pretty.'
While verbs can take a progressive auxiliary predicate, adjectives cannot:
(4) a. ¯Íå ªÁ¡´ ¥Ä¡¼ ¬Ýñ¤´.
Chelswu-Nom run be-Decl
`Chelswu is running.'
b. * ¢Ñô¬È ¬»©Æ¡¼ ¬Ýñ¤´.
ower-Nom pretty be-Decl
`The ower is being pretty.'
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 ¬`Ýñ¤´, ¬Íï¤´, ¡»ªÈ¤´, ¬´£È¤´' are tagged as adjectives (VJ).
 If ¬`Ýñ¤´, ¡»ªÈ¤´' are used as auxiliary predicates, then they should be tagged as
VX.
§ÍÞ/VV+ ¡¼/EAU ¬Ýñ/VX+ ¤´/EFN
­Éî ªÁªÈ/VV+ ¡¼/EAU ¡»ªÈ/VX+ ¤´/EFN
3.9 Auxiliary Predicate (VX)
 Auxiliary predicates include auxiliary verbs such as ` £Ñø¤´, ¤¿¤´' as well as auxiliary
adjectives such as `¬Ýñ¤´, ªÝ÷¤´'. They cannot stand alone without a preceding verb
or an adjective. Some examples of auxiliary predicates include:
£Ñø¤´, ¬Ýñ¤´, ¤¿¤´, £´¤´, ¬¼¤´, ¨¸¦È¤´
¨´¢Á/VV+ ¬¸/EAU £Ñø/VX+­È ¬À/EFN
ªÄ/VV+ ¡¼/EAU £´/VX+ ª¸/PCS
§ÍÞ/VV+ ¡¹/EAU ¤¿/VX+ ¬Íñ/EPF+¤´/EFN
¨Éæ/VJ+ ¬´/EAU ¬¼/VX+ ¬Éñ/EPF+¤´/EFN
¢µ/VV+ ¬¸/EAU ¨¸¦È/VX+¤´/EFN
ªÝ÷¤´, ¼¨¤´, ¬´£È³´¤´
£¼¦µ/NNC+ ³´/XSV+ ¡¼/EAU ªÝ÷/VX+¤´/EFN
£¼¦µ/NNC+ ³´/XSV+ £Ûá¡´/EFN ªÝ÷/VX+ ¤´/EFN
®Ýó/VV+ ¬¸/EAU ¼¨/VX+ ¬Éñ/EPF+¤´/EFN
®Ýó/VV+ £Ûá¡´/EFN ¼¨/VX+¤´/EFN
£´ ©Æ/VJ+ ­È/EAU ¬Éã/VX+¤´/EFN
§ÍÞ/VV+ ­È/EAU ¬Éã/VX+ ¬Éñ/EPF+¤´/EFN
§Éá³´¤´, ¤Ûð³´¤´, ¨Íî³´¤´, ¯ÍÞ³´¤´, ©Íá³´¤´
¨Ñå §Éá³´¤´: ¼¨/VV+/EAN §Éá³´/VX+ ¤´/EFN
¬Á £Ûá ¤Ûð³´¤´: ¬Öå/VV+ £Ûá/EAN ¤Ûð³´/VX+¤´/EFN
¯ÉÞ³Éå ¨Íî³´¤´: ¯ÉÞ³´/VJ+/EAN ¨Íî³´/VX+ ¤´/EFN
¬´ ²Ûá ¯ÍÞ³´¤´: ¬´ ²Æ/VJ+/EAN ¯ÍÞ³´/VX+ ¤´/EFN
¤´¯Ýå ©Íá³Êñ¤´: ¤´¯È/VV+/EAN ©Íá³´/VX+ ¬Ïñ/EPF+ ¤´/EFN
Sometimes §`Éá, ¤Ûð, ¨Íî, ¯ÍÞ, ©Íá' accompany a postposition and are separated from
the verbal stem `³´'; in these cases they must be tagged as NNX:
¨Ñå §Éá ¤¼ ³´¤´: ¼¨/VV+/EAN §Éá/NNX+ ¤¼/PAU ³´/VV+¤´/EFN
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¬Öå ¤Ûð ¤¼ ³´¤´: ¬Á/VV+/EAN ¤Ûð/NNX+ ¤¼/PAU ³´/VV+¤´/EFN
¯ÉÞ³Éå ¨Íî ¬Ûá ³´¤´: ¯ÉÞ³´/VJ+/EAN ¨Íî/NNX+ ¬Ûá/PAU ³´/VV+ ¤´/EFN
¬´ ²Ûá ¯ÍÞ ¬Ûå ³´¤´: ¬´ ²Æ/VJ+/EAN ¯ÍÞ/NNX+ ¬Ûå/PCA ³´/VV+ ¤´/EFN
¤´¯Ýå ©Íá ¤¼ ³´¤´: ¤´¯È/VV+/EAN ©Íá/NNX+ ¤¼/PAU ³´/VV+ ¤´/EFN
 Note that some words are ambiguous between auxiliary predicates and main verbs.
If they are used as auxiliary predicates, they are tagged as VX, and if they are used
as main verbs, they are tagged as VV.
§ÍÞ¬¸ ¼¨¬Éñ¤´: §ÍÞ/VV+¬¸/EAU ¼¨/VX+ ¬Éñ/EPF+ ¤´/EFN
±¹¦¹¨È¦Ûå ¼¨¬Éñ¤´: ±¹¦¹¨È/NNC+ ¦Ûå/PCA ¼¨/VV+ ¬Éñ/EPF+ ¤´/EFN
©Éò ¬Ûå ¨¸¦Ïñ¤´: ©Éò ¬Ûå ¨¸¦È/VV+ ¬Íñ/EPF+ ¤´/EFN
©Éò ¬Ûå §ÍÞ¬¸ ¨¸¦Ïñ¤´: ©Éò ¬Ûå §ÍÞ/VV+¬¸/EAU ¨¸¦È/VX+ ¬Íñ/EPF+¤´/EFN
3.10 Verbal Adverb, Clausal Adverb (ADV)
 Adverbs modify either the entire clause (clausal adverbs) or the verb phrase (phrasal
adverbs). Clausal adverbs include `¬´§´, ­¹¨Éå, ³ÑÞªÈ, ¡½¬Ïá, §Éá¬Ýå, §Éá¬ËÞ, ¨È ¦ÑÞ,
Á¨¤È, ªÍå§´, ¤´³Êò³È, ¤´§Éá, ¥¼³Éá, ¥¼'.
Phrasal adverbs describe manner, time, place or degree. They include ©`Éå¦È, ¯Íá¯Íá³È,
¨´ ¦¼, ­´ ­Á, ¨Íå«¸, ¬´¢´, ­ÛÞªÈ, §µ ¬Á'.
Onomatopoeic manner adverbs or phenomimes include ` ª¼ ¡Ñá ª¼¡Ñá, ¥Éå¡ÉÞ¥Éå¡ÉÞ, ¥Éå¦Éò¥Éå¦Éò,
¬´­Éò¬´­Éò, ¨Éá®ÉÞ¨Éá®ÉÞ, ªÝò ¡Ûå¨Íò ¡Ûå'.
Some other examples include:
¬¼¦µ, §¼ ¤Á, ¼¨ ±Ñò, ±ÑòªÉò, ­ÝÞ­Íî, ­ÛÞªÈ, ¬Íå§´ ¤Ûá­È, ¬Íå§´£´, ¬Íå§´§Éá °Ûí, ¬¸¥Íø¡¹,
¬È¦Íø¡¹, ¡Æ¦Íø¡¹, ­¸¦Íø¡¹, ¬ÏÞªÈ, ¡¸ ¢Á ¦¼, ³ÉòªÉò, ­Íá³º, ¬È¥´ ¡Ûí, ¬È¥´ ¡Ûí«ÝÞ, ¡´ ¢Ûí,
¡´ ¢Ûí«ÝÞ, ¤µÁ¨ ¨Öá, ¤µ¦ËÞ, ¤´, ¡ÉÞ¡ÉÞ
 ` ¡Æ¦È, ¡Æ¦È ¦¼, ­¸¦È, ­¸¦È ¦¼' are tagged as ADV.
 Adverbs derived from an adjective with sux `¬È' are tagged as ADV as a whole,
without breaking them into the adjective and the sux.
¬Íï¬È/ADV
¡Éö¬È/ADV
 ¡`È¢Íð³µ¬¶' is a single word and is tagged as ADV.
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 ` ¥¼, ¥¼³Éá' are tagged as ADV, not ADC. But ` ¥¼ £Ûá' is tagged as ADC (Conjunctive
Adverb). The dierence between the two groups is analogous to the one between
English `also' and `and': the former can only be used to modify predicates, while the
latter can function as a coordination operator that conjoins two words or phrases, as
seen below:
¯Íå ªÁ¡´ ¥¼ ªÈ³Íí¬¹ ¥Íå¬¸­Ïñ¤´.
¯Íå ªÁ ¥¼³Éá ¡´¬¶ ³Éá¤´.
­ÍíªÝí ¥¼£Ûá ­¸£ÏÞ
 Negation ¬`Éá, §Ñð', which precede the verb, are tagged as ADV.
¬Éá §ÍÞ¬Íñ¤´: ¬Éá/ADV §ÍÞ/VV+ ¬Íñ/EPF+ ¤´/EFN
§Ñð §ÍÞ¬Íñ¤´: §Ñð/ADV §ÍÞ/VV+ ¬Íñ/EPF+ ¤´/EFN
3.11 Conjunctive Adverb (ADC)
 Conjunctive adverbs include words that coordinate words, phrases or sentences. They
may also occur at the beginning of a sentence. Some examples are:
³ÑÞ ¬Ûá, ¥¼ £Ûá, §Ýô, ­ÛÞ, £µ­È, ¡Æ¦È ¡¼, ¡Æ¦¸£´, ¡Æ¦¸£È¢´, ¡Æ¦¸§Ïá, ¡Æ¦¸ §Æ¦¼, ¬¾£¶³´§Ïá
3.12 Adnominal (DAN)
 Adnominals do not conjugate or inect, and they modify nouns at a pre-nominal posi-
tion. Some of them have determiner-like properties, hence the tag name Determiner-
AdNominal. Examples are:
¬È, ¡Æ, ­¸, ¬À, ªµ, ³Íá, ¬º¦¸, ¬ËÞ, ³Éá, §Á ªÛá, ¬¸¥Íá, ¬È¦Íá, ­¸¦Íá, ¡Æ¦Íá, ¬¸ £Æ,
§¼ ¤Ûá, ¬´ §Á, ¡ÉÞ, ­Íá, ­¹, ­Á, ­È£Éá, ¨Ïå, ¤´ ¦Ûá, ¨´ ¦¼
Note that some of these examples have ambiguous usages. For example, ³Éá is am-
biguous between adnominal usage and numeral usage. See x5 for a way to distinguish
between the two usages.
Adnominals are dierent from adjectives in that adnominals can only be a modier,
while adjectives can be used as a modier as well as a predicate.
(5) Adjective
a. ¢Ñô¬È ¬»©Æ¤´.
ower-Nom pretty-Decl
`The ower is pretty.'
b. ¬» ©Ûá ¢Ñô
pretty-Rel ower
`pretty ower'
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(6) Adnominal
a. ªµ ¯ÊÞ
new book
b. ¬È ¯ÊÞ
this book
 Some mono-syllabic Sino-Korean items usually appear as a prex (XPF), but they
are recognized as an adnominal when delimited by a space. These include `­Íá' and
` ­Á'.
­Íá ¡Öá: ­Íá/DAN ¡Öá/NNC
­Íá ¬Ïá¤µ: ­Íá/DAN ¬Ïá¤µ/NNC
­Á ­Íá ±Á ­Íá¯´: ­Á/DAN ­Íá ±Á/NNC ­Íá¯´/NNC
3.13 Interjection (IJ)
 ¬`»' should be tagged as IJ. But `¬´£È ¬¼, ¬´£Ýî£È¤´' are viewed as inected forms
of the adjective ¬`´£È' and therefore should be given VJ tag plus appropriate tags for
the inections.
¬´£È/VJ+ ¬¼/EFN
¬´£È/VJ+ £È¤´/EFN
 ` ¡Ûå«¹,' and ` ¡Ûå«¹ ¬À' are tagged as IJ.
3.14 List (LST)
 Letters and numerals which identify items in a list, together with their surrounding
punctuation are tagged as LST.
1./LST
i./LST
(a)/LST
¡´./LST
£´./LST
2.3.1/LST
3.15 Case Postposition (PCA)
 A case postposition species the grammatical function of the noun phrase which it
is attached to, e.g., subject, object. Case postpositions include nominative marker
( ¡`´/¬È'), accusative marker (` ¬Ûå/ ¦Ûå'), genitive marker (`¬Ç'), and vocative marker
( ¬`¶').
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 The marker ¡`´/¬È' on the second noun phrase of double nominative constructions
is not treated dierently from the ones on subject noun phrase: it is also tagged as
case postposition (PCA).
£µ¡´ ²Éå¬È §´¨È¤Óñ¤´:
£´/NPN+¡´/PCA ²Éå/NNC+ ¬È/PCA §´¨È/NNC+¤¿/XSV+ ¬Íñ/EPF+ ¤´
3.16 Adverbial Postposition (PAD)
 Postpositions that correspond to English prepositions in meaning and usage are ad-
verbial postpositions. Some examples include:
¬¹¡¹, ¬Æ ¦¼, ¢´­È, Á¨±¸, ³Éá±¹, ¦¼Á¨±¸, ¬¹¤´¡´, ¬¹ª¸Á¨±¸
Note that ` ¦¼Á¨±¸, ¬¹ª¸Á¨±¸' are not broken into two individual postpositions.
 Comparative markers such as ` ¯¸¦Íí, ¼¨¤´' are also tagged as PAD.
 ` ¬Æ ¦¼' attached to `Noun-­ÍÞ' should be tagged as PAD.
¤Éá¡»/NNC+ ­ÍÞ/XSF+ ¬Æ ¦¼/PAD
 ¦`´ ¡¼' attached to a noun should be tagged as PAD.
¬Òá¤´/NPR+ ¦´ ¡¼/PAD Á¨ ¦Ûá¤´.
However, the same ¦`´ ¡¼' receives a dierent tag, ECS, the \complementizer tag"
when it attaches to a predicative noun in a clausal complement. In this case, a
copula must be recovered before it, as seen in the following example:
¯Íå ªÁ £Ûá ¬Òá¤´¡´ §Öå ¡¼¡È¦´¡¼ §Ýä £Ûá¤´.
¬Òá¤´/NPR+ ¡´/PCA §Öå ¡¼¡È/NNC+¬È/CO+ ¦´ ¡¼/ECS
But seemingly similar `¦´ £Ûá' in the example below is classied as EAN (Adnominal
ending), since the noun along with the ending is the head of the relative clause which
modies the following noun. In this case, a copula must also be recovered before
¦`´ £Ûá'. Refer to the entries for `¦´ ¡¼' and ` ¬È' in x5 for more information.
¬Òá¤´¦´£Ûá §Öå ¡¼¡È
¬Òá¤´/NPR+ ¬È/CO+ ¦´ £Ûá/EAN §Öå ¡¼¡È/NNC
 ³`Éá±¹' and `³Éá±¹ª¸' are two dierent postpositions, and they should each be tagged
as PAD. They have dierent meanings; the former has the meaning of `goal', whereas
the latter has the meaning of `source'.
ªÁ¦È¨Ïò³Éá±¹: ªÁ¦È¨Ïò/NNC+³Éá±¹/PAD
ªÁ¦È¨Ïò³Éá±¹ª¸: ªÁ¦È¨Ïò/NNC+ ³Éá±¹ª¸/PAD
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3.17 Conjunctive Postposition (PCJ)
 Conjunctive postpositions correspond to English `and', or `or'. Some examples in-
clude:
³´ ¡¼, £´/¬È£´, ¬½/ ¡½, ¦´ ¤Ûá­È/¬È¦´ ¤Ûá­È
 Note that these postpositions can also be used as an adverbial postposition. When
they are used as an adverbial postposition, they are tagged as PAD. See x4.7 for how
to distinguish between conjunctive postpositions and adverbial postpositions.
3.18 Auxiliary Postposition (PAU)
 Auxiliary postpositions occur on nouns in addition to adverbial postpositions. They
may also occur on nouns in place of case postpositions. Some examples of auxiliary
postpositions include:
` £Ûá, §Éá, ¤¼, ¨Éß¬¹, §´¤´, ­¼¯´, ¢´­È, Á¨±¸'.
Note that some of these examples (e.g., ¢´­È, Á¨±¸) are ambiguous between auxiliary
postposition usage and adverbial postposition usage. See x4.6 for ways to distinguish
between the two usages.
 `( ¬È)¦Éá' which is short for `¦´ ¡¼ ³´£Ûá ¡Íð ¬Ûá' is tagged as PAU.
¡Éá¤Éá³Éá ªÁ¦È/NNC+ ¦Éá/PAU ¬¸¥Íá ­Ñò ¦Å¬Ç ªÁ¦È¦Ûå §Éå³´£Ûá¡´?
¡Öá¬Ç¨Éá/NNC+ ¬È¦Éá/PAU §Á¬Íð¬Ýá¡´?
 The postposition £`´, ¬È£´' should be tagged as PAU:
§Ïô ¤¼£´: §Ïô/NNU ¤¼/NNX+ £´/PAU
ª¹ ¨Íá¬È£´: ª¹/NNU ¨Íá/NNX+ ¬È£´/PAU
Note that £`´, ¬È£´' can also be used as a conjunctive postposition. In this case,
they should be tagged PCJ. See x4.8 for how to distinguish PCJ and PAU usages for
£`´, ¬È£´'.
 Complex postpositions that have undergone phonological contraction should be sep-
arated out into individual parts and tagged accordingly:
¤µ¤µ¬Îá: ¤µ¤µ/NNC+ ¬¹/PAD+ £Ûá/PAU
¤Ñò §Á¬¹¡Îá: ¤Ñò §Á/NNC+ ¬¹¡¹/PAD+ £Ûá/PAU
¡º ¬Öå¯Íå¬Îá: ¡º ¬Öå¯Íå/NNC+ ¬¹/+PAD+ £Ûá/PAU
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3.19 Copula (CO)
 The copula marker `¬È' attaches to nouns and turns them into a predicate.
¨´¼¨¬È¤´: ¨´¼¨/NNC+ ¬È/CO+¤´/EFN
In many cases, especially when the preceding noun ends in a vowel, the copula marker
may not show up on the surface. A special attention needs to be paid to make sure
that the copula is identied in these cases. See the entry for ` ¬È' in x5 for further
information on how to determine when a copula is needed.
3.20 Final Ending (EFN)
 Final endings occur on predicates and mark sentence types. For instance, they indi-
cate whether a sentence is a declarative, interrogative, imperative, propositive, and
so on.
 Note that nal endings can also occur in a non-terminal environment: on verbs
preceding an auxiliary predicate or on main verbs that occur in complement clauses.
Before an auxiliary predicate:
- £Ûá¡´/EFN ¨Ñî£È¤´
- £Ûá¡´/EFN ªÝ÷¤´
On verbs in complement clauses:
- £Ûá¡´/EFN+ ¬¹/PAD ¤Éå¦Ïñ¤´
- £Ûá­È/EFN+ ¦Ûå/PCA §¼ ¦Æ¡Îñ¤´
-³´­È ¬Éã/VX+ ¬Éñ/EPF+ £´/EFN ªÊò¡ÉÞ³Éá¤´
 ` £Ûá­È' by itself is seldom used as a nal ending except perhaps in the following cases.
However, it patterns with other EFN endings such as ` £Ûá¡´, £¶, ¤´' in terms of its
syntactic distribution; therefore it is tagged as EFN, not ECS.
¯Íå ªÁ £Ûá ¡´£Ûá­È?
¯Íå ªÁ £Ûá ¡´£Ûá­È¬À?
¡´ £Ûá¡´ §Éå³´¦´: ¡´/VV+ £Ûá¡´/EFN §Éå³´¦´
¡´£Ûá­È §Éå³´¦´: ¡´/VV+ £Ûá­È/EFN §Éå³´¦´
¡´£Ûá¡´ ªÝ÷¤´: ¡´/VV+ £Ûá¡´/EFN ªÝ÷¤´
¡´£Ûá­È ªÝ÷¤´: ¡´/VV+ £Ûá­È/EFN ªÝ÷¤´
¡´£Ûá¡´¦Ûå §Éå³´¦´: ¡´/VV+ £Ûá¡´/EFN+ ¦Ûå/PCA §Éå³´¦´
¡´£Ûá­È¦Ûå §Éå³´¦´: ¡´/VV+ £Ûá­È/EFN+ ¦Ûå/PCA §Éå³´¦´
¡´£Æ£¶¡´ §Öá­¹¬È¤´: ¡´/VV+ £Æ£¶/EFN+¡´/PCA §Öá­¹¬È¤´
¡´£Ûá­È¡´ §Öá­¹¬È¤´: ¡´/VV+ £Ûá­È/EFN+¡´/PCA §Öá­¹¬È¤´
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3.21 Coordinate, Subordinate, Adverbial, Complementizer End-
ing (ECS)
 Coordinate/subordinate/adverbial/complementizer endings occur on predicates of co-
ordinate adjunct clauses or subordinate adjunct clauses.
 Complementizers occuring on the predicate of a complement clause under verbs such
as §`Éå³´¤´, ªÊò¡ÉÞ³´¤´, §Ýä¤´, ¬À ¡Á³´¤´' are tagged as ECS. Examples include
¤`´ ¡¼' and ` ¦´ ¡¼'. See x5 for further information on the item `¦´ ¡¼'.
¡Æ ¡Ñð¬¹ ­Íá³½¡È¡´ ¬Ýñ¤´¡¼ ªÊò¡ÉÞ³Éá¤´: ¬Ýñ/VJ+ ¤´ ¡¼/ECS
²Ïá­È ¦Ûå «Ûá¤´¡¼ §Éå³Êñ¤´: «Æ/VV+ ¤´ ¡¼/ECS
 Conditional markers `¤´§Ïá' and `¦´§Ïá' are tagged as ECS:
¬Ýñ¤´§Ïá: ¬Ýñ/VJ+ ¤´§Ïá/ECS
¡´¦´§Ïá: ¡´/VV+ ¦´§Ïá/ECS
 ¡`¹' on adjectives as in `¬´ ¦Ûí¤Éî¡¹' should be separated out and be tagged as ECS.
But ` ¡¹' in `¬¸¥Íø¡¹' should not be separated out: the whole lexical item is treated
as an adverb (ADV).
If ` ¡¹' is followed by an auxiliary predicate, it is tagged as EAU. See x3.22 for an
example.
 Ending ` £Ûá¤¹' must be tagged as ECS.
However, when ` £Ûá¤¹' expresses `the place which...', a space should be inserted be-
tween ` £Ûá' and `¤¹', since `¤¹' in this case is a dependent noun and ` £Ûá' is a part of
the relative clause that modies it.
¯Íå ªÁ £Ûá ¬Ýñ/VJ+ £Ûá¤¹/ECS ¬Ïò³Ç £Ûá ¬Íï¤´. (meaning `¬Ýñ­È§Éá')
¢Ñô¬È ¬Ýñ/VJ+ £Ûá/EAN ¤¹/NNX £´¨È¡´ ¬Ýñ¤´. (meaning `¬Ýñ £Ûá ¡Ñð¬¹')
 ECS can occur on verbs or adjectives preceding an auxiliary predicate.
ªÍå¯È/NNC+ ³´/XSV+ ¤¼ ¦ÑÞ/ECS ¤¿/VX+ ¬¸/EAU ¬Ýñ/VX+ ¤´/EFN
` ¤¼ ¦ÑÞ' is ECS since it occurs on main verbs in subordinate clauses.
¬Ýå®ÝÞ ¢Ûö£µ¤¼¦ÑÞ £¼¦ÏÞ³µ¦´.
Endings `¬¸¬¶', and ¬`¸ ¤¼' on verbs or adjectives that precede modal auxiliary pred-
icates are tagged as ECS.
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ªÍå¯È³´¬º¬¶ ³Éá¤´: ªÍå¯È/NNC+³´/XSV+ ¬¸¬¶/ECS ³´/VX+/EPF+¤´/EFN
ªÍå¯È³´¬º¤¼ ¤Ôá¤´: ªÍå¯È/NNC+³´/XSV+ ¬¸ ¤¼/ECS ³´/VX+/EPF+¤´/EFN
¬`¸¬¶', and `¬¸ ¤¼' are ECS since they can occur on main verbs in subordinate clauses.
¬¹¬¸ °Ñá ¬Ûå ªÍå¯È³´¬º¬¶ ¨Éò¬È ªÈ¬×á³´¤´.
¬¹¬¸ °Ñá ¬Ûå ªÍå¯È³´¬º¤¼ ¨Éò¬È ¤Íî¤´.
3.22 Auxiliary Ending (EAU)
 Auxiliary endings occur on verbs or adjectives that are followed by auxiliary pred-
icates. Auxiliary endings include ` ¬´,' `¡¹,' `­È,' ` ¡¼,' their morpho-/phonological
variations and nothing else:
§ÍÞ¬¸ ¼¨¬Éñ¤´: §ÍÞ/VV+¬¸/EAU ¼¨/VX+ ¬Éñ/EPF+¤´/EFN
§ÍÞ¡¹ ¤¿¬Íñ¤´: §ÍÞ/VV+¡¹/EAU ¤¿/VX+ ¬Íñ/EPF+¤´/EFN
§ÍÞ­È ¬Éã¬Éñ¤´: §ÍÞ/VV+­È/EAU ¬Éã/VX+ ¬Éñ/EPF+¤´/EFN
§ÍÞ ¡¼ ¬Ýñ¤´: §ÍÞ/VV+ ¡¼/EAU ¬Ýñ/VX+¤´/EFN
¡¼­Éò£´ ¨¸¦Ïñ¤´: ¡¼­Éò£´/VV+¬´/EAU ¨¸¦È/VX+¬Íñ/EFP+ ¤´/EFN
 Some auxiliary verbs take a verbal complement with EAN ending. Examples are:
«Ûå §Éá³´¤´: «Æ/VV+/EAN §Éá³´/VX+ ¤´/EFN
±Ñò³Éå §Éá³Éá: ±Ñò³´/VV+/EAN §Éá³´/VX+/EAN
¡Éå ¨Íî³´¤´: ¡´/VV+/EAN ¨Íî³´/VX+ ¤´/EFN
Also, some auxiliary verbs take a verbal complement with an ECS ending. Examples
are:
§ÍÞ/VV+ ¬¸¬¶/ECS ³´/VX+ ¤´/EFN.
¡´/VV+ ¬¸ ¤¼/ECS ¤¿/VX+ ¤´/EFN.
3.23 Adnominal Ending (EAN)
 Adnominal endings ` £Ûá, , ¬Ûå, , ¤Íá' occur on predicates in a relative clause
or complement clause of a complex NP.
 In cases where ` ¤´ £Ûá' is a short for ` ¤´ ¡¼ ³´£Ûá', ` ¤´ £Ûá' should simply be
tagged as EAN.
¡½¬Ïå¤Ôá¤´£Ûá ¼¨ ¡¼ª¸: ¡½¬Ïå/NNC+ ¤¿/XSV+ ¤´ £Ûá/EAN ¼¨ ¡¼ª¸/NNC
 ¦`´ £Ûá' as in ³`ÉÞªÊò¬È¦´£Ûá' is tagged as EAN. Note the presence of the copula ` ¬È'
between the noun and `¦´ £Ûá'. It is this copula marker that takes the verbal ending,
not the noun itself. Often the copula marker is not visible: make sure to put it in.
¯Íå ªÁ¡´ ³ÉÞªÊò¬È¦´£Ûá ª´ªÝå: ¯Íå ªÁ¡´ ³ÉÞªÊò/NNC+ ¬È/CO+¦´ £Ûá/EAN ª´ªÝå/NNC
¬Òá¤´¦´£Ûá §Öå ¡¼¡È: ¬Òá¤´/NPR+ ¬È/CO+ ¦´ £Ûá/EAN §Öå ¡¼¡È/NNC
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3.24 Nominal Ending (ENM)
 Nominal endings `¡È, ¬Ûí' nominalize the verb/adjective that they attach to.
 A predicate that has been nominalized has the same morpho-syntactic distributional
pattern as nouns, and therefore it can take a postposition:
²´¡¿³Éí ¬Æ¦¼«¸: ²´¡¿/NNC+ ³´/XSV+/ENM+ ¬Æ ¦¼«¸/PAD
3.25 Pre-Final Ending (EPF)
 Pre-Final endings include tense and honoric markers, such as `¬Íñ/¬Éñ, ¡Îñ, ªÈ/ ¬ÆªÈ'.
 These morphemes can co-occur, as in `ªÏñ, ¬Íñ¬Íñ, ¬Íñ¡Îñ, ªÏñ¡Îñ, ªÈ¡Îñ'. They are
not further analyzed, and receive a EPF tag as a whole:
¡´ªÏñ¡Îñ¤´: ¡´/VV+ ªÏñ¡Îñ/EPF+¤´/EFN
§ÍÞ¬Íñ¬Íñ¤´: §ÍÞ/VV+ ¬Íñ¬Íñ/EPF+¤´/EFN
3.26 Sux (XSF)
 Suxes mostly attach to nouns. Some examples include:
£Ýí, £¹, £¹ ¤Ûå, £¹ ¤Ûå¢È¦È, ®Ûí, ¢µ, «È, ¢È¦È, «ÝÞ, ®µ, ¬º, ¬Õò, ¡Éá, ¤Éò, ¤Ûå¡Éá,
¤Ûå¢È¦È, ¤Ûå ®Ûí, ªÉò, ®´¦È, ªÝÞ, ³½, ¡Ûî, ªÝå
ªÍáªÊò£Ýí: ªÍáªÊò/NNC+ £Ýí/XSF
¤¼¬ÇªÉò: ¤¼¬Ç/NNC+ ªÉò/XSF
¬È ¦ÑáªÉò: ¬È ¦Ñá/NNC+ ªÉò/XSF
§Á­Íá¡È¬Õò: §Á­Íá¡È/NNC+ ¬Õò/XSF
³´£´«ÝÞ: ³´£´/NNU+ «ÝÞ/XSF
­´¡È£¹: ­´¡È/NPN+ £¹/XSF
10 §È±¸®´¦È: 10/NNU §È±¸/NNX+ ®´¦È/XSF
¬Éí ³¼³½: ¬Éí ³¼/NNC+ ³½/XSF
³Ïá¤µªÝÞ: ³Ïá¤µ/NNC+ ªÝÞ/XSF
­È³Ä¡ÒáªÝå: ­È³Ä¡Òá/NNC+ ªÝå/XSF
ªÈ¡Éá¤Éò: ªÈ¡Éá/NNC+ ¤Éò/XSF
 Some suxes such as ` ¤Ûå' can attach to words other than nouns.
¬´¬È/NNC+ ¤Ûå/XSF
©Éå¦È/ADV+ ¤Ûå/XSF §ÍÞ¬¸¦´
Note that ` ¤Ûå' can also be used as a dependent noun. See x4.4 for a way to distinguish
NNX usage from the XSF usage for ` ¤Ûå.'
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 ­`ÍÞ' on nouns is tagged as XSF.
¤Éá¡»/NNC+ ­ÍÞ/XSF
ª´³¿/NNC+ ­ÍÞ/XSF
But note that `¨È ¡À­ÍÞ' is always tagged as ADV as a whole, because it can only
be used to modify a predicate, whereas other noun+­ÍÞ items mostly function as a
prenominal modier.
¨È ¡À­ÍÞ/ADV
 ` ¡Á, ªÈ, ¡Öá, §Ïá, ¬Ûî, ¦È, ¤Ñò' occur with city, town, place names. These should
be tagged as XSF.
 ª`Íò, ­Éò, ­¹, ²Öí, §Éò, ª¼, ²À, ³¼, Á¨, ¨Ïò, ¡×á' and ` ¤µ' are not recognized as
suxes. Nouns occurring with these morphemes should simply be tagged as NNC as
a whole.
±ÛÞ §Á­Éò/NNC
¡Á ¨Öá¤µ/NNC
¡´ £ÛòªÍò/NNC
«¼¦Ïá­¹/NNC
Á¨ ¨Öá ²Öí/NNC
±ÑòªÝá§Éò/NNC
¡ÉíªÈ ª¼/NNC
­È³Ä ª¼/NNC
ªÛò¦È-58 ³¼/NNC
¬Éí ³¼ ²À/NNC
²¼¨ÏòÁ¨/NNC
¡Ïò¼¨¨Ïò/NNC
­È³Ä¡×á/NNC
 When the annotator is not sure whether a certain item should be tagged as XSF
or not, the following strategy applies in general: it is tagged as XSF if it is very
productive in a general domain, but it is not recognized as an individual sux if it
can rather be thought of as a part of a domain-specic word. For instance, in the
example below, `ªÍá' is not tagged as XSF because it is part of domain-specic words
ª`ÉíªÍá, ¬¼ªÍá'.
ªÉíªÍá/NNC, ¬¼ªÍá/NNC ¯Íå ­¼§Éò
¨Éòª´¡È­¼/NNC
¤µ¡È ­¼/NNC
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3.27 Verbalization Sux (XSV)
 Verbalization suxes attach to nouns to turn them into a verb. They include `³´,
¤¿, ªÈ°È, ¨Éä.'
 Verbs that are derived by a verbalization sux should be separated into the noun
stem and the sux part and tagged accordingly.
ªÁ¬Ïò/NNC+ ³´/XSV+ ¤´/EFN
²ÑÞ²´/NNC+ ¤¿/XSV+ ¤´/EFN
£¼¦µ/NNC+ ªÈ°È/XSV+ ¤´/EFN
 But the following items are viewed as frozen forms, and therefore ` ³´' should not be
separated out:
§Éå³´¤´: §Éå³´/VV+ ¤´/EFN
¡´³´¤´: ¡´³´/VV+ ¤´/EFN
§Ñð³´¤´: §Ñð³´/VX+ ¤´/EFN
§Éá³´¤´: §Éá³´/VX+ ¤´/EFN
¤Ûð³´¤´: ¤Ûð³´/VX+ ¤´/EFN
 £`´' is not a verbalization sux. If it occurs attached to a noun, the entire item should
be tagged as VV. If it is separated from a noun by space, then the noun should be
tagged as NNC, and `£´' should be tagged as a verb.
¡¼­Éò£´¤´: ¡¼­Éò£´/VV+¤´/EFN
¨´¦Éí£´¤´: ¨´¦Éí£´/VV+¤´/EFN
¨Öå£´¤´: ¨Öå£´/VV+¤´/EFN
¡¼­Éò £´¤´: ¡¼­Éò/NNC £´/VV+ ¤´/EFN
¨´¦Éí £´¤´: ¨´¦Éí/NNC £´/VV+ ¤´/EFN
¨Öå £´¤´: ¨Öå/NNC £´/VV+ ¤´
 ` ¤Æ¦È' is not treated as a verbalization sux either. If it is separated from a noun
by space, again the noun should be tagged as NNC, and ` ¤Æ¦È' as a verb. If there is
no space in between, the annotator must put it in. However, some expressions such
as ` §Éå «Ûí ¤Æ¦È¤´, ¬Ýáª´ ¤Æ¦È¤´' are recognized as a word as a whole.
§Éå «Ûí ¤Æ¦È¤´: §Éå «Ûí ¤Æ¦È/VV+ ¤´/EFN
§Éå «Ûí ¤Æ¦È¤´: §Éå «Ûí/NNC ¤Æ¦È/VV+ ¤´/EFN
ªÍá §Öå ¤Æ¦È¤´: ªÍá §Öå/NNC ¤Æ¦È/VV+ ¤´/EFN
 `¨Éä', however, is recognized as a verbalization sux when attached to a common
noun, because it can be viewed as a grammaticalized means of passivization. Note
that it can also function as a main verb, as in the rst example below.
¼¨ ¯Öò ¨Éä¤´: ¼¨ ¯Öò/NNC ¨Éä/VV+¤´/EFN
¼¨ ¯Öò¨Éä¤´: ¼¨ ¯Öò/NNC+ ¨Éä/XSV+¤´/EFN
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3.28 Adjectivization Sux (XSJ)
 Adjectivization suxes attach to nouns to turn them into adjectives. They include
` ªÆ¦Íî, ¤Éî, ³´.'
 Adjectives that are derived by an adjectivization sux should be separated into the
stem and the sux, and tagged accordingly.
¬ºªÍò/NNC+ ªÆ¦Íî/XSJ+ ¤´/EFN
¬ºªÍò/NNC+ ¤Éî/XSJ+ ¤´/EFN
±Á§Ïò/NNC+ ³´/XSJ+ ¤´/EFN
Note that `³´' can be tagged as XSV or XSJ depending on how it is used.
3.29 Prex (XPF)
 Prexes immediately precede nouns with no intervening space. Some examples in-
clude:
­¹, ¡ÉÞ, ¨Éá, ¨È
­¹23: ­¹/XPF+23/NNU
¡ÉÞ ¡Ûî: ¡ÉÞ/XPF+ ¡Ûî/NNC
¨Éá ¡ÑòªÉá ­Á¬Ç: ¨Éá/XPF+ ¡ÑòªÉá ­Á¬Ç/NNC
¨È­Íò ¡Å­Íá: ¨È/XPF+ ­Íò ¡Å­Íá/NNC
Note that `­¹, ¡ÉÞ' can also be used as DAN. See x4.11 for information on how to
distinguish the DAN usage from the XPF usage for these items.
 §`µ' (each) is tagged as XPF.
§µªÈ¡Éá: §µ/XPF+ ªÈ¡Éá/NNC
§µ³ÉÞ¡È: §µ/XPF+ ³ÉÞ¡È/NNC
But §`µ¬Ýå' is tagged as NNC as a whole.
 ` ¯Ñò' is not tagged as XPF:
¯Ñò¡Íí¬Ïå/NNC
 In general, when ` ¤µ, ª¼' precede a noun, they are tagged as XPF. But some frozen
words such as given below are tagged as NNC as a whole.
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¤µ ¡Å §¼/NNC
ª¼ ¡Å §¼/NNC
¤µ³ÉÞ ¡À/NNC
­Öò³ÉÞ ¡À/NNC
ª¼¯ÊÞ­´/NNC
¤µ¯ÊÞ­´/NNC
 In general, `­µ' (again) is tagged as XPF. But some frozen words that are prexed
with ­`µ' are tagged as NNC as a whole.
­µ­Íá¡µ: ­µ/XPF+ ­Íá¡µ/NNC
­µ¡Ïå³Éî: ­µ¡Ïå³Éî/NNC
­µ ¡À ¬ÚÞ: ­µ ¡À ¬ÚÞ/NNC
 When the annotator is not sure whether a certain item should be identied as XPF
or not, in general, it should be tagged as XPF if it is very productive, but it should
not be tagged as XPF if the entire word can be viewed as a domain-specic word.
For instance, in the example below ` ²È' is not tagged as XPF because it is part of
the domain-specic word `²È­È¬×á'.
²È­È¬×á/NNC
¨Éá±Êò °Æ/NNC
¨Éá³Éò ¡Ñò/NNC
3.30 Symbols (SCM, SFN, SLQ, SRQ, SSY)
 Parentheses `(, )' conict with the internal tree-bracket notation used in the Penn
Korean Treebank. Therefore they should be rewritten as `-LRB-' and `-RRB-' respec-
tively. They bear the SLQ and SRQ tags.
OZM-3 ( ¬¼­¹¬Îí-3):
OZM-3/NFW -LRB-/SLQ ¬¼­¹¬Îí-3/NNC -RRB-/SRQ
 Likewise, braces `f, g' are rewritten as `-LCB-' and `-RCB-', and square brackets `[,
]' are rewritten as `-LSB-' and `-RSB-'. Left brackets are tagged as SLQ, and right
brackets are tagged as SRQ.
 `...' and `--' are each recognized as a single symbol.
.../SSY
--/SSY
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4 Confusing Tags
4.1 NNC or ADV
 Some items are ambiguous between ADV and NNC. Some examples include:
­Íò§Éå, ­Ýá®´, ªÝå­¹, §Éá¬ËÞ, §Éá¬Ýå, ­Íå¤µ, ¬´¢´, §µ¬Ýå, ­ÛÞªÈ, ¤¼³Éî, ¡Æ ¤Ñò¬Éá
The syntactic context in which they occur must be taken into consideration in order
to determine which tag should be given.
If these items modify predicates, they are tagged as ADV:
­Íò§Éå/ADV ­Ñø¤´.
­Íå¤µ/ADV ¬Éá¤Ôá¤´.
§Éá¬ËÞ/ADV ¡Éá¤´§Ïá
¬´¢´/ADV ¡Éñ¤´.
¡Æ ¤Ñò¬Éá/ADV ¡¼§´¬Òñ¤´.
But if they accompany a postposition and/or modify other nouns, they should be
tagged as NNC.
­Ýá®´/NNC+ ¡´/PCA ¬´£È¬¶.
­Íò§Éå/NNC+ ¬È/CO+ ¬¶/EFN
§Éá¬ËÞ/NNC+ ¬¹/PAD
§Éá¬Ýå/NNC+ ¬Ç/PCA ¡Ïò ¬Á/NNC
­Íå¤µ/NNC ¬Ñá ¤¼/NNC
¬´¢´/NNC+ ¬Ç/PCA ¬ËÞ ªÑÞ
§µ¬Ýå/NNC+ ¬Ç/PCA ¬Ýå¡½
¡Æ ­ÛÞªÈ/NNC+ ¬¹/PAD+ £Ûá/PAU ­¹ ­ÍòªÝá¬È ¬´£È¬Íñ¤´
¡Æ¤Ñò¬Éá/NNC+ ¬Ç/PCA ªÝå­ÍÞ/NNC
Also note that `­Íò§Éå ¦¼, ­Ýá®´ ¦¼,ªÝå­¹ ¦¼, ­Íå¤µ ¦¼' are not broken into `noun'+` ¦¼'
but tagged as ADV as a whole.
4.2 NPN or ADV
 ` §¼ ¤Á' is ambiguous between NPN and ADV. If it modies a predicate, it is tagged
as ADV. If it is used as a noun, it is tagged as NPN.
¬´¬È ¤Ûå ¬Ûá §¼¤Á/ADV §¼¬º¦´.
§¼ ¤Á/NPN+ ¡´/PCA ¬Òñ¤´.
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4.3 NPN or DAN
 Some words such as `¬È, ¡Æ' are ambiguous between NPN and DAN. If they occur
without any postpositions and modify a noun, they are tagged as DAN. If they carry
a postposition, they are tagged as NPN.
¬È/NPN+ £Ûá/PAU §Á¬Íð¬Ýá¡´
¬È/DAN ª´¦Éí
4.4 NNX or XSF
 For some items, it may be dicult to determine whether they are NNX or XSF. In
general, if they are preceded by a space, they are NNX, and if they are immediately
adjacent to the preceding noun, then they are XSF.
 ª`ÝÞ' following a predicate with an adnominal ending should be tagged as NNX. ` ªÝÞ'
in this context means `way', or `method.'
¥ÑÞ¡Éö ¬Ûá ªÝÞ/NNX+ ¬Æ ¦¼/PAD
ª`ÝÞ' immediately adjacent to a noun should be tagged as XSF.
­µ¦µ/NNC+ ªÝÞ/XSF
³Éá ¡ÖÞ/NNC+ ªÝÞ/XSF
But note that in `¨Ïá ­¼ªÝÞ', ª`ÝÞ' does not get a separate tag and the entire lexical item
is tagged as NNC, as `¨Ïá ­¼ªÝÞ' is recognized as a domain-specic lexical item.
¨Ïá ­¼ªÝÞ/NNC
If `ªÝÞ' means `equation', it should be tagged as NNC.
 ` ¤Ûå' usually attaches to a noun, and marks plural. It can also occur on words other
than nouns. In both cases, it is tagged as XSF.
¬º­´/NNC+ ¤Ûå/XSF
¬´¬È/NNC+ ¤Ûå/XSF
©Éå¦È/ADV+ ¤Ûå/XSF §ÍÞ¬¸¦´
But note that it can also be tagged as NNX in the particular context shown below:
ª¼, ¡µ, ¤Éæ ¤Ûå/NNX
 If ` ¡Éá' is translatable as `between', it is tagged as XSF, but if it is translatable as
`during, for', then it is tagged as NNX.
¡ÉíªÈ ª¼¬½ ­È³Äª¼/NNC+ ¡Éá/XSF+ ¬¹/PAD
¬È¦¸£´ ­¸¦¸£´ ¡Éá/NNX+ ¬¹/PAD
ªÝî¬º£Ïá ¡Éá/NNX+ ¬¹/PAD
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4.5 VJ or DAN
 Note that `¤´ ¦Ûá' is ambiguous between an adnominal and an adjectival usage. When
it is translatable as `other', it should be tagged as DAN, but when it is translatable
as `dierent', it is viewed as an inected form of the adjective `¤´ ¦Æ¤´' and therefore
should be tagged as ¤´ ¦Æ/VJ+/EAN.
¤´ ¦Ûá/DAN ª´¦Éí ¤Ûå
£´¬½£Ûá ¯Éí ¤´¦Æ/VJ+/EAN ª´¦Éí ¤Ûå
4.6 PAU or PAD
 ¢`´­È, Á¨±¸' are ambiguous between adverbial postposition (PAD) and auxiliary
postposition (PAU). When they occur with nouns that refer to time or location and
are used as adjuncts, they should be tagged as PAD. But when they occur with nouns
that are either subject or object of the sentence, then they should be tagged as PAU.
£¸Á¨±¸ §ÍÞ¬¸¦´. (PAU)
£¸¢´­È £´³Éá±¹ ¬È¦Íå ªÁ¡´ ¬Ýñ£È? (PAU)
£´ £Ûá ¡È¯´¬ÏÞ¢´­È ¡Íå¬¸ ¡Éñ¤´. (PAD)
£´ £Ûá ³ÉÞ ¡À¬¹ª¸Á¨±¸ ¡È¯´¬ÏÞ¢´­È ¡Íå¬¸ ¡Éñ¤´. (PAD)
4.7 PCJ or PAD
 ¬`½/¡½' is ambiguous between adverbial postposition (PAD) and conjunctive post-
position (PCJ). When it is used to conjoin two words or phrases, it is a conjunctive
postposition and therefore tagged as PCJ. On the other hand, when it is used to
mark an internal argument of certain class of adjectives such as ` ¡Éö¤´, ¤´ ¦Æ¤´', it
is an adverbial postposition, and is tagged as PAD.
(7) Conjunctive postposition (PCJ)
a. £¸¬½ £´£Ûá ¤´¦Æ¤´.
`You and I are dierent.'
b. £¸³´ ¡¼ £´£Ûá ¡Éö¤´.
`You and I are same.'
(8) Adverbial postposition (PAD)
a. £´ £Ûá £¸¬½ ¤´¦Æ¤´.
`I am dierent from you.'
b. £´ £Ûá £¸³´¡¼ ¡Éö¤´.
`I am same as you.'
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4.8 PCJ or PAU
 The postposition `£´/ ¬È£´' is ambiguous between auxiliary and conjunctive postpo-
sition. If it conjoins two NPs, then it is PCJ. Otherwise, it is tagged as PAU.
ª´¡½£´ ¬¼¦Îá­È¦Ûå §ÍÞ¬Íñ¤´: ª´¡½/NNC+ £´/PCJ ¬¼¦Îá­È/NNC+ ¦Ûå/PCA
ª¹ ¨Íá¬È£´ ¬Ýæ¬Íñ¤´: ª¹/NNU ¨Íá/NNX+ ¬È£´/PAU
4.9 XSF or NNC
 If ` ¡½' or , ` ¡Ûî' immediately follows a noun with no intervening space, they are tagged
as XSF. But if they are preceded by a space or a prex, they are tagged as NNC.
¬Ïò §Öá¡½: ¬Ïò §Öá/NNC+ ¡½/XSF
­Ñø ¬Ûá ¡½: ­Ñø ¬Ûá ¡½/NNC
¡ÉÞ¡½: ¡ÉÞ/XPF+ ¡½/NNC
­Öò¤µ ¡Ûî: ­Öò¤µ/NNC+ ¡Ûî/XSF
¡Ûî¬È ¤´¦Æ¤´: ¡Ûî/NNC+ ¬È/PCA ¤´ ¦Æ¤´
¡ÉÞ ¡Ûî: ¡ÉÞ/XPF+ ¡Ûî/NNC
But note that `¨Ïò¡½' should be tagged as NNC as a whole. It is a domain-specic
word.
¨Ïò¡½/NNC
4.10 ADV or DAN
 `¨´¦¼'
`¨´¦¼' can be an adverb (ADV) or an adnominal (DAN). When it modies a verb
or an adjective it is an adverb; when it modies another adnominal or a noun it is
DAN.
¨´ ¦¼/ADV ³ÉÞ ¡À ¦¼ ¡Éñ¤´.
¨´ ¦¼/DAN ­¸/DAN ª´¦Éí ¬Ûå
¨´¦¼/DAN £¹¡´
 ¡`¸¬Ç', `³×å«Ýá', ¤`¸'
¡`¸¬Ç', `³×å«Ýá' and , `¤¸' can also be an adverb (ADV) or an adnominal (DAN).
¡¸¬Ç/ADV ¤Ñò£Éñ¤´.
¡¸¬Ç/DAN §¼ ¤Ûá/DAN ¡Ñò ¡Ûî ²Öí¬È
³×å«Ýá/ADV ¬» ©Æ¤´.
³×å«Ýá/DAN ­Íá¨Éò/NNC+ ¬¹/PAD+ £Ûá/PAU
¤¸/ADV ¬» ©Æ¤´.
¤¸/DAN ¬ÈªÉò/NNC §¼ ¦Ûá¤´.
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4.11 XPF or DAN
 ­`¹' is tagged as prex (XPF) if it occurs before a number without any space. If `­¹'
is followed by a space and a number, it is tagged as DAN.
­¹23: ­¹/XPF+23/NNU
­¹ 23: ­¹/DAN 23/NNU
If `­¹' modies a common noun and means `all', it should be tagged as DAN.
­¹ ¤Éá¯¹: ­¹/DAN ¤Éá¯¹/NNC
 ¡`ÉÞ', when immediately preceding a noun, should be tagged as XPF.
¡ÉÞ ¡Ûî: ¡ÉÞ/XPF+ ¡Ûî/NNC
On the other hand, if ¡`ÉÞ' is followed by a space and a noun, it should be tagged as
DAN:
¡ÉÞ ¨Ïò¡½¬Ç: ¡ÉÞ/DAN ¨Ïò¡½/NNC+ ¬Ç/PCA
But ¡`ÉÞ ­Ñò' is treated as a single word: the entire lexical item is tagged as NNC.
4.12 ECS or EAU
 Some endings are ambiguous between ECS and EAU. For instance, if ` ¬´' occurs on
a predicate followed by an auxiliary predicate, it is tagged as EAU. If it occurs on
a predicate of a subordinate clause, it is tagged as ECS. One way of distinguishing
between the two usages is to replace ¬`´' with ` ¬´ª¸': if it is grammatical and preserves
the overall meaning, then `¬´' has a similar function as ` ¬´ª¸', and, therefore, is an
ECS.
§ÍÞ¬¸ ¼¨¬Éñ¤´: §ÍÞ/VV+¬¸/EAU ¼¨/VX+ ¬Éñ/EPF+¤´/EFN
¡Éå¬´ £Íø¬Íñ¤´: ¡Éå/VV+¬´/ECS £Íø/VV+ ¬Íñ/EPF+¤´/EFN (= ¡Éå¬´ª¸ £Íø¬Íñ¤´)
 ¡`¹' is also ambiguous between ECS and EAU. When it precedes an auxiliary verb,
it is EAU; it is ECS in all other environments.
§ÍÞ¡¹ ¤¿¬Íñ¤´: §ÍÞ/VV+¡¹/EAU ¤¿/VX+ ¬Íñ/EPF+¤´/EFN
§ÍÞ¡¹ ³Êñ¤´: §ÍÞ/VV+ ¡¹/ECS ³´/VV+¬Íñ/EPF+ ¤´/EFN
£Æ¦È¡¹ ¤Éå¦Ïñ¤´: £Æ¦È/VJ+ ¡¹/ECS ¤Éå¦È/VV+ ¬Íñ/EPF+ ¤´/EFN
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4.13 ENM or EAU
 ¡`È' is not always tagged as a nominal ending (ENM). In sentences that have a verb
or an adjective suxed with `¡È £Ûá,' ` ¡È§Éá,' or `¡È ¦¼' followed by an auxiliary verb,
¡`È £Ûá, ¡`È§Éá,' or `¡È ¦¼' is tagged as ECS. Do not give ENM tag to `¡È' and one of
the postposition tags to ` £Ûá, §Éá, ¦¼' in such sentences.
ªÖá¬È £Ûá ¨Éî ¬Ûå §ÍÞ/VV+¡È £Ûá/ECS ³´/VX+ ¬Íñ/EPF+ ¤´/EFN.
£Éå«È¡´ ¤Íî/VJ+ ¡È§Éá/ECS ³´/VX+ ¤´/EFN.
¬Á¦È £Ûá ¬Ïá ¡Áª¼¬Ç ªÈªÍå ¬Ûå ª´¬Õò/NNC+³´/XSV+ ¡È ¦¼/ECS ¤¿/VX+ ¬¸/EAU ¬Ýñ¤´.
4.14 EFN or NNX
 Be careful to distinguish between the two dierent usages of ` ­È'. When it is used
to end an interrogative clause, it is a nal ending (EFN):
¯Íå ªÁ¡´ £Á¡Á¬Ýá­È£Ûá §¼¦Æ¡Îñ¤´: £Á ¡Á/NPN+ ¬È/CO+ ­È/EFN+ £Ûá/PAU
 However, in the following example, ` ­È' is roughly translatable as `since the time
when ...'. In this case, it in fact consists of two parts, ` ­È/NNX' as a dependent noun,
and `/EAN' which is the verbal ending part of the relative clause modifying it.
³ÉÞ ¡À¬¹ ¡Éá ­È¡´ ¬¼¦µ ¤Óñ¤´: ¡´/VV+/EAN ­È/NNX+ ¡´/PCA
5 Confusing Examples
 ` ¡Æ¦Íí'
If it means `yes', it is tagged as IJ. If it means `if so', it is tagged as ADC.
 ¤`µ ¦¼'
If ¤`µ ¦¼' immediately follows a noun without a space, it is a postposition marker and
therefore is tagged as PAD.
§Ïò¦Ïò¤µ¦¼:§Ïò¦Ïò/NNC+ ¤µ ¦¼/PAD
If `¤µ ¦¼' is modied by a relative clause, it is a dependent noun (NNX).
§Éå³Éá ¤µ¦¼: §Éå³Éá ¤µ¦¼/NNX
 `( ¬È)¦´ ¡¼'
If `(¬È)¦´ ¡¼' is attached to a noun which is a complement of a verb, it should be
tagged as PAD as a whole.
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¬Òá¤´/NPR+ ¦´ ¡¼/PAD Á¨ ¦Ûá¤´.
In some cases, `(¬È)¦´ ¡¼' can be used to form an echo question, in which a noun
that has been mentioned by the speaker is questioned back by the hearer. In this
case, noun+`( ¬È)¦´ ¡¼' is not a complete sentence but rather a sentence fragment;
therefore there is no need to treat `(¬È)¦´ ¡¼' as a sentence nal ending (EFN) and
is tagged as PAD.
A: ¡Æ £Ûá Á¨ªÉá¬¹ª¸ ªÉî£È¤´.
B: Á¨ªÉá/NPR+ ¬È¦´ ¡¼/PAD ?/SFN
 §`Éå¦´'
In most cases, §`Éå' in §`Éå¤´' is an auxiliary verb and is tagged as VX. But it can also
be used as a main verb, in which case it is tagged as VV.
¡´/VV+ ­È/EAU §´/VX+ ¦´/EFN
£¸ §Éå/VV+ ¡¼/ECS £¹¡´ ¡´¦´
 ` §¼ ¦Æ¤´'
In general, ` §¼ ¦Æ¤´' is tagged as VV. But when it follows a predicate and means
`might', it is tagged as VX:
ªÖá¬È¡´ £¼¦µ/NNC+ ³´/XSF+ ­È ¤¼/ECS §¼ ¦Æ/VX+ ¤´/EFN.
 `¨Éß'
If `¨Éß¬¹' means `only', it is tagged as PAU as a whole. If `¨Éß' means `outside', it is
tagged as NNC. If it follows a demonstrative and means `besides', it should be tagged
as NNX.
£¸¨Éß¬¹ ¬Íï¤´: £¸/NPR+ ¨Éß¬¹/PAU ¬Íï¤´
¯Éò §Öá ¨Éß¬¹: ¯Éò §Öá/NNC ¨Éß/NNC+ ¬¹/PAD
¡Æ ¨Éß¬¹ §Á¬Íð ¬Ûå ³Éå¢´¬À: ¡Æ/DAN ¨Éß/NNX+ ¬¹/PAD
 `¨Ïå'
`¨Ïå' can be tagged as XSF or DAN.
Á¨¤µ¨Ïå: Á¨¤µ/NNC+ ¨Ïå/XSF
¨Ïå ¬ÈªÉò³Éá ª¼¦È: ¨Ïå/DAN ¬ÈªÉò³Éá ª¼¦È
 ` ¨Öá'
¬`È ¨Öá, ¡Æ ¨Öá, ­¸ ¨Öá' are tagged as NPN. But ` ¨Öá' can be a separate word, and in
this case, it should be tagged as NNX.
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¡Ûî³´ªÝá ¨Öá: ¡Ûî³´/VJ+ ªÈ/EPF+/EAN ¨Öá/NNX
 ` ¨Ñá
If it means `original', then it is tagged as XPF.
¨Ñá§´ ¬Ûí: ¨Ñá/XPF+ §´ ¬Ûí/NNC
¨Ñá¨´±Éò: ¨Ñá/XPF+ ¨´±Éò/NNC
If it means `this', it is tagged as DAN.
¨Ñá ª´¡Íá: ¨Ñá/DAN ª´¡Íá/NNC
 ª`Éò'
When ª`Éò' has the meaning of `appearance', it does not get a separate tag.
¬¸§¸£ÈªÉò/NNC
¬´¨¸­ÈªÉò/NNC
When ª`Éò' means `above' or `according to', it should be tagged as NNC:
­È ¤¼ ªÉò¬¹: ­È ¤¼/NNC ªÉò/NNC+ ¬¹/PAD
 ` ª¼' (place)
If ` ª¼' occurs with the dependent noun ` ¡µ', it is tagged as XSF.
3 ¡µ ª¼: 3/NNU ¡µ/NNX+ ª¼/XSF
But when it occurs in ` ³Å¡¹ ª¼, ¨Éå­Íá ª¼, ª´ §Á ª¼, ¯Öå­Éò ª¼, ³Öá¦Ïá ª¼', it does not
get a separate tag, and the words as a whole are tagged as NNC.
 ` ªÁ'
` ªÁ' associated with a noun is a prex. But if it occurs as a separate word, it is tagged
as DAN.
ªÁªÝî ¡µ: ªÁ/XPF+ ªÝî/NNU ¡µ/NNX
ªÁ °Ýå ¦¼§È±¸: ªÁ/DAN °Ýå ¦¼§È±¸/NNX
 ª`Îí'
ª`Îí' is a common noun (NNC) when it means `calculation'. But it can also function
as a dependent noun (NNX), in which case it does not mean `calculation.'
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ªÎí¬È £Æ¦È¤´: ªÎí/NNC+ ¬È/PCA £Æ¦È¤´
¤¿£Ûá ªÎí: ¤¿ £Ûá ªÎí/NNX
 ª`È¡Éá'
If it is used as a unit meaning `hour', it is tagged as NNX.
³Éá ªÈ¡Éá/NNX, ¤Á ªÈ¡Éá/NNX
Otherwise, it is tagged as NNC.
ªÈ¡Éá/NNC+ ¬È ¬Íï¤´.
¡ÑòÁ¨³´ £Ûá ªÈ¡Éá/NNC
 ` ¬À'
` ¬À' is tagged as PAU if it attaches to a noun, but it is tagged as EFN if it attaches
to a verb.:
£´ £Ûá ¬À: £´/NPN+ £Ûá/PAU+ ¬À/PAU
¡Éñ¬¸ ¬À: ¡´/VV+ ¬Éñ/EPF+ ¬¸ ¬À/EFN
 ¬`È'
The copula `¬È' does not surface when the noun it is attached to ends in a vowel.
There are a couple of kinds of contexts where special care should be taken to make
sure it is recovered:
³ÉÞ ¡À¤´: ³ÉÞ ¡À/NNC+ ¬È/CO+ ¤´/EFN
In many contexts where `noun+¦´' occurs, `¬È' must be identied between the noun
and `¦´'. Adnominal ending ` ¦´ £Ûá' presents one such case:
¬Òá¤´¦´£Ûá §Öå ¡¼¡È: ¬Òá¤´/NPR+¬È/CO+ ¦´ £Ûá/EAN §Öå ¡¼¡È
¯Íå ªÁ¡´ ¬Òá¤´¦´£Ûá ª´ªÝå: ¯Íå ªÁ¡´ ¬Òá¤´/NPR+ ¬È/CO+ ¦´ £Ûá/EAN ª´ªÝå
Contrast the above example with `¦´ £Ûá' with seemingly similar examples with ` ¦´ ¡¼'
below. Copula `¬È' is identied/recovered only when `¦´ ¡¼' attaches to a predicative
noun in a clause, and not when it attaches to an argument noun. In `¬Òá¤´¦´¡¼
Á¨ ¦Ûá¤´', `¦´ ¡¼' is tagged as PAD, enabling us to treat ` ¬Òá¤´¦´¡¼' as the internal
argument of the verb `Á¨ ¦Æ¤´'. On the other hand, in ` £´ £Ûá ¯Íå ªÁ¡´ ¬Òá¤´¦´¡¼
§Ýä £Ûá¤´', `¯Íå ªÁ¡´ ¬Òá¤´¦´¡¼' forms a clause and therefore a predicate head is needed;
copula ¬`È' is supplied for this reason.
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¬Òá¤´¦´¡¼ Á¨ ¦Ûá¤´: ¬Òá¤´/NPR+ ¦´ ¡¼/PAD Á¨ ¦Ûá¤´
£´£Ûá ¯Íå ªÁ¡´ ¬Òá¤´¦´¡¼ §Ýä £Ûá¤´: ¯Íå ªÁ¡´ ¬Òá¤´/NPR+ ¬È/CO+ ¦´ ¡¼/ECS §Ýä £Ûá¤´
Moreover, ¦`´ ¡¼' is tagged as ECS in the context where copula `¬È' is recovered, while
it is tagged as PAD if it is on an argument noun. Note that ¬È in ` ¬È¦´ ¡¼' on an
argument noun is not a copula, but is merely an epenthetic vowel. And so, `¬È¦´ ¡¼'
in this case is tagged as PAD.
­Ñá ªÛá¬È¦´¡¼ Á¨ ¦Ûá¤´: ­Ñá ªÛá/NPR+ ¬È¦´ ¡¼/PAD Á¨ ¦Ûá¤´
£´£Ûá ¯Íå ªÁ¡´ ­Ñá ªÛá¬È¦´¡¼ §Ýä £Ûá¤´: ¯Íå ªÁ¡´ ­Ñá ªÛá/NPR+ ¬È/CO+¦´ ¡¼/ECS §Ýä £Ûá¤´
 ¬`È£È'
In most cases, ¬`È£È' is a combination of a copula and a sentence nal ending marker.
But when it attaches to nouns in a list context, it should be tagged as PAD as a whole.
³µ¨Éò/NNC+ ¬È£È/PAD, ±Ñò¬Ýå/NNC+¬È£È/PAD, ¡Æ¡¹ §ÁªÛá §Éå/NNC+¬È/CO+ £È/EFN?
 ­`È'
When `­È' occurs after an adjective, it signies change of state. In this case it is
tagged as VX.
©Éå¡µ ­È¤´: ©Éå¡Éø/VJ+ ¬´/EAU ­È/VX+¤´/EFN
¬»©¸ ­È¤´: ¬» ©Æ/VJ+ ¬¸/EAU ­È/VX+¤´/EFN
In contrast, when ­`È' occurs on a verb, it functions as a passivizer. It does not get
a separate tag in this case, and `verb+­È' as a whole are tagged as VV.
¨¸¦º­È¤´: ¨¸¦º­È/VV+¤´/EFN
£´ £Á¬¸­È¤´: £´ £Á¬¸­È/VV+¤´/EFN
Although it is considered ungrammatical according to some prescriptive Korean gram-
mars, `­È' may occur with verbs that have already been passivized. In such cases,
­`È' is treated as an auxiliary verb and tagged as VX, not VV.
¡ÑòÁ¨¤¿¬¸ ­È¤´: ¡ÑòÁ¨/NNC+¤¿/XSV+¬¸/EAU ­È/VX+ ¤´/EFN
§ÍÞ³È¬¸ ­È¤´: §ÍÞ³È/VV+¬¸/EAU ­È/VX+ ¤´/EFN
 ` ®ÑÞ'
` ¤Ñò ®ÑÞ, ª¸ ®ÑÞ, £Éí ®ÑÞ, ¤Ñò ¨ÖÞ ®ÑÞ, ...' are tagged as NNC as a whole. But ` ®ÑÞ' can be a
separate word and it is tagged as NNX in this case.
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³ÉÞ ¡À/NNC ®ÑÞ/NNX
ªÍáªÊò£Ýí/NNC ®ÑÞ/NNX
 ` ¯ÛÞ'
` ¯ÛÞ' is a sux. But it can also be a separate word and it is tagged as NNX in this
case.
­Á¯¿/NNC+ ¯ÛÞ/XSF
¬Á¦È/NPN ¯ÛÞ/NNX+ ¬Ç/PCA ¬Ç¡Ïá/NNC
But ­`½ ¯ÛÞ, ¬Á ¯ÛÞ' should be tagged as NNC as a whole.
 ±`´'
±`´' is a prex. But in some very restricted cases when it occurs as a separate word,
it is tagged as NNC.
±´/XPF+Á¨¤µ/NNC
±´/NNC+¬Ç/PCA §¼¨Íí/NNC
 ³`´¤´'
If ³`´¤´' occurs after a verb or an adjective and means `must' or `try to, be about
to', it is tagged as VX.
¨Éî ¬Ûå §ÍÞ/VV+ ¬¸¬¶/ECS ³´/VX+ ¤´/EFN
¨Éî ¬Ûå §ÍÞ/VV+ ¬Æ¦º/ECS ³´/VX+ ¤´/EFN
³`´¤´' can occur after a verb or an adjective that has endings such as `¡È ¤¼, ¡È§Éá,
¡È £Ûá', or ¡`È ¦¼'. In such cases, `³´¤´' should also be tagged as VX. Note that the
tag for the endings on the preceding verbs is ECS.
¨Éî ¬Ûå §ÍÞ/VV+ ¡È ¤¼/ECS ³´/VX+ ¤´/EFN
¨Éî ¬Ûå §ÍÞ/VV+ ¡È§Éá/ECS ³´/VX+ ¤´/EFN
On the other hand, if ³`´¤´' is used as a causative verb, it is a main verb and therefore
is tagged as VV.
ªÖá¬È £Ûá ¯Íå ªÁ¡´ ¯Öí ¬Ûå Á¯/VV+ ¡¹/ECS ³´/VV+¬Íñ/EPF+ ¤´/EFN
If `³´¤´' is used as a light verb, it is tagged as VV.
ªÖá¬È £Ûá £¼¦µ/NNC+ ¦Ûå/PCA ³´/VV+ ¬Íñ/EPF+ ¤´/EFN
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If `³´¤´' is used as a light adjective, it is tagged as VJ.
ªÖá¬È¡´ °¾³Òå/NNC+ ¬Ûá/PAU ³´/VJ+ ¤´/EFN
If `³´¤´' is used as a pro-verb meaning `say', it is tagged as VV.
ªÖá¬È £Ûá ¯Íå ªÁ¡´ ¨´¼¨/NNC+ ¬È/CO+ ¦´ ¡¼/ECS ³´/VV+ ¬Íñ/EPF+ ¤´/EFN
 ³`Éá'
Be careful to distinguish between ` ³Éá/NNU' and `³Éá/DAN'. The former means `one',
whereas the latter means `about'.
³Éá/NNU ª´¦Éí§Éá ¡Éñ¤´.
³Éá/DAN 2000 §È±¸ ­Íò ¤¼ ¤Ôî£È¤´.
 ` ³¼'
` ³¼' in ` ªÛò¦È ³¼' should not be separated out, and the entire lexical item should be
tagged as NNC. This is because ` ªÛò¦È ³¼' is a name of a type of an armed vehicle.
But if ` ³¼' is used as a unit, it should be tagged as NNX.
1 ³¼: 1/NNU ³¼/NNX
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